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ABSTRACT
As user-generated contents thrive, so does the spread of toxic comment. Therefore, detecting toxic comment becomes an active research area, and it is often handled as a text classification task. As
recent popular methods for text classification tasks, pre-trained language model-based methods are at the forefront of natural language
processing, achieving state-of-the-art performance on various NLP
tasks. However, there is a paucity in studies using such methods
on toxic comment classification. In this work, we study how to
best make use of pre-trained language model-based methods for
toxic comment classification and the performances of different pretrained language models on these tasks. Our results show that, Out
of the three most popular language models, i.e. BERT, RoBERTa,
and XLM, BERT and RoBERTa generally outperform XLM on toxic
comment classification. We also prove that using a basic linear
downstream structure outperforms complex ones such as CNN
and BiLSTM. What is more, we find that further fine-tuning a pretrained language model with light hyper-parameter settings brings
improvements to the downstream toxic comment classification task,
especially when the task has a relatively small dataset.

CCS CONCEPTS
· Computing methodologies → Neural networks; · Social and
professional topics → User characteristics.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Detection of toxic comments online has been a fast-growing research area [31, 39]. Toxic comment classification (TCC) is usually
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treated as a text classification problem, mainly dealt with by machine learning methods. [1, 9, 30]. The recent trend for text classification tasks uses language models (LMs) that are pre-trained on
large unlabeled corpora. The basic idea is to extract the pre-trained
neural network layers from the language model (LM) and add new
neural network layers on top of them to tailor for the downstream
task [18]. In other words, features from the pre-trained LM are
transferred to new neural network layers to build a model for the
target classification task.
Within the area of TCC research, only a few studies have used
pre-trained LMs to TCC, and little work has been done to explore
how to best make use of such LMs for TCC. Moreover, previous
studies have used different LMs and different TCC datasets and
tasks, which make their results difficult to compare. Further, existing
widely-used pre-trained LMs are trained on formal languages from
books and news rather than colloquial online speech where toxic
comment can often be found. Therefore, it is unclear to what extent
these existing pre-trained LMs offer real value for TCC tasks.
In this work, we explore strategies of utilising pre-trained LMs
with the aim to understand their impact on the downstream TCC
tasks, and to compare different LMs. In short, we look into the
impact of downstream neural-network architectures, continued
pre-training of LMs with a further exploration of light-weight training parameters and the performance differences between current
widely-used pre-trained LMs.
Our results first confirm that using a simple linear neural network as the downstream structure atop of pre-trained LMs for
TCC tasks works better than using sophisticated structures such
as CNN and Bi-LSTM, which contain more parameters. Secondly,
continued pre-training of a LM is beneficial to the downstream
TCC, especially when the dataset is relatively small. The benefits
are also noticeable even with low hyper-parameter settings that
make the overall model much more efficient compared to those previously reported. It also makes our method more accessible to users
with limited computational resources. Thirdly, the performance
of different pre-trained LMs varies. BERT and RoBERTa generally
outperform XLM on a wide range of TCC tasks, while XLM benefits
more from continued pre-training of LMs.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
2 reviews related work. Section 3 explains our approach to use
LMs on TCC tasks. Section 4 presents our experiments and results.
Section 5 concludes the work and discusses future work.

2

RELATED WORK

This section begins with an overview of how TCC tasks are defined
in the literature. It will then go on to review the research on pretrained LM-based methods for text classification. This is because
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TCC is essentially a text classification task, and limited research has
been done on using pre-trained LM-based methods on TCC tasks,
while it is becoming popular for text classification tasks. The last
part of this section discusses existing studies on TCC tasks using
pre-trained LMs and existing research gaps in this area.

2.1

Definition of toxic comment classification
tasks

Toxic comment generally refers to different types of unhealthy
and negative user-generated content, which includes hate speech,
abusive language, cyberbullying, etc [4, 5, 22].
Toxic comment classification is a text classification task. In earlier
studies, the majority of research handle TCC as a binary classification problem that separates one particular type of toxic comment
from all the others [13]. Later studies frame toxic comment classification as multi-class classification tasks where a comment will
be assigned into one of the multiple types of toxic comment, or
multi-label tasks where a comment could be assigned into none or
at least one (could be multiple) type of toxic comment. For an example of multi-class tasks, [32] and [40] categorize comments into
three groups, where each comment belongs to łnonež or łracismž
or łsexismž. Fewer studies on toxic comment classification consider
multi-label problems. In their research, [37] studies toxic comment
classification in both multi-class and multi-label fashion. In their
multi-label task, one comment can be assigned with zero to six labels
including łobscenež, łthreatž, and so on. Multi-class and multi-label
classifications make the learning harder by nature, and different
types of toxic comments could have some intersectionality, hence
increasing the complexity of the problem. However, they are closer
to the real-world scenarios [12, 26, 37].

2.2

Pre-trained LM-based methods for text
classification

Traditionally, text classification has used statistical machine learning methods such as Support Vector Machines, Naïve Bayes and
Decision Trees [35]. Since 2010 research has shifted towards deep
neural networks (DNN)-based models such as Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Bi-directional
Long Short-Term Memory network (Bi-LSTM) and hybrid neural
networks which combine different DNN configurations [10, 35, 43].
Since the introduction of transformer-based structures, the use of
pre-trained LMs in downstream text classification has become the
mainstream [11]. The basic process is to add task-specific layers
for the downstream task atop of the pre-trained LM and then train
the new model where only the task-specific layers are trained from
scratch [11, 23, 27]. Commonly-used pre-trained LMs include BERT,
RoBERTa, XLM, etc. [11, 23, 27]. These models were pre-trained
on extraordinarily large corpora, such as those containing over 3
billion words for BERT [11].
Typically, the output layers (the last/bottom few layers following
hidden layers) in a pre-trained LM are replaced with task-specific
layers and then the new model will be trained in a supervised
fashion on the target text classification. Two strategies are widely
used for improving pre-trained LMs performance on downstream
text classification tasks: the design of downstream neural network
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structure and the continued, in-domain pre-training of LMs [3, 7,
18, 24].
Downstream network architecture A basic downstream network architecture for classification tasks is a linear transformation
layer [11]. For example, [29] and [28] use a basic downstream architecture on BERT for sentiment classification and hate speech
detection. [7] extend the basic downstream architecture by adding
an extra LSTM layer with self-attention between the linear classifier layer and the pre-trained LM. [3] have added two layers of
Bi-LSTM on top of BERT. All these different networks, e.g., LSTM
with attention, CNN, are added on top of the pre-trained LM and are
then fed into a classifier layer. There are many other studies using
a method of similar fashion. We do not cover them in details and
point interested readers to the work of [15, 36]. However, current
studies on downstream neural network architectures are mainly
based on BERT, and not yet applied to the more recent LMs such
as RoBERTa and XLM.
Continued pre-training of language models Some research
explores continued pre-training of the LM using a large in-domain
corpus and then transferring the newly fine-tuned LM to the target
classification tasks. As a result, training of a classifier model is initialized with weights from a further fine-tuned LM. This approach
is also referred as łcontinued pre-training in domain" [18].
SciBERT [3] and BioBERT [24] are two examples of łcontinued
pre-training in domainž, which both fine-tuned BERT using large
domain corpora and require significant computing resources and
time [18]. To address this, [18] propose task-adaptive pre-training
(TAPT) which use unlabeled training data from downstream target
task to further fine-tune RoBERTa. Hence, the data size for further
fine-tuning LMs in domains has been largely reduced. However,
in their proposed TAPT, significant computing resources are still
required due to the high settings of hyper-parameters, particularly
due to the batch size and the epoch.
Although TAPT is a method of continued pre-training of LMs
in domain, in the remainder of this paper, we use łcontinued pretraining/fine-tuning in domain" to refer to continued fine-tuning
the LM using a large unlabeled in-domain corpus that is not the
same as the unlabeled training data from the target task. TAPT on
the other hand, will be used to refer to the more specific type of
continued pre-training in domain using the unlabeled training data
from the target task.

2.3

Pre-trained LM-based methods for tasks
toxic comment classification

Despite increasing research on TCC and pre-trained LM-based text
classification, few studies are addressing the intersection of both.
As a sub-task of text classification, TCC follows a similar trend shift
from traditional machine learning methods to DNN-based methods, and to pre-trained LM-based methods. A few studies on TCC
explored pre-trained LMs and strategies on how to transfer them efficiently. [28] transfer BERT to different downstream architectures
on two hate speech classification tasks. In the shared task on aggressive content detection, TRAC-2, a few papers utilise pre-trained
LMs but with a focus on improving the model performance on one
specific TCC task rather than generalising their methods to multiple TCC tasks or pre-trained LM models [20]. Furthermore, Most
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of them use BERT directly without complex downstream neuralnetwork or continued fine-tuning [2, 16, 25, 34]. To the best of our
knowledge, only one paper applies a straightforward RoBERTa (a
linear layer atop), and no research has yet been conducted on utilizing XLM on TCC tasks [2]. It is unclear how other pre-trained LMs,
such as RoBERTa and XLM, perform and how generalisable they
are on a wide range of TCC tasks. Additionally, a few studies utilize
BERT on TCC tasks but only one of them studied different transferring strategies, e.g. downstream architectures [2, 16, 25, 28, 34].
In summary, there remains scope for us to further exploit all
benefits of pre-trained LM-based methods for TCC tasks. First,
how do different pre-trained LMs perform on different downstream
TCC tasks, especially multi-class and multi-label classification tasks
which are harder than binary tasks? Second, how do different downstream neural network structures impact on the performance on
TCC? Third, can continued pre-training in domain improve the
performance on downstream TCC tasks and if so, can we further
improve the efficiency of the training process while maintaining
the performance?

3

METHODOLOGY

We focus on pre-trained LM-based methods for TCC and investigate two strategies of transferring pre-trained LMs to TCC tasks.
First, we analyse the impact of the complexity of the downstream
network architectures; Second, we study the impact of continued
pre-training LMs following the TAPT method but using much lower
hyper-parameters to further reduce the computational requirements. We refer to this as ‘TAPT-light’ [18]. Third, we compare the
performance difference between pre-trained LMs.
In short, each model takes a pre-trained LM and add a downstream network architecture on top of it and then all parameters
are jointly trained on a given supervised TCC task. The differences
between models are based on: the pre-trained LM used (Section
3.1), the downstream architecture (Section 3.2), the continued finetuning method of the pre-trained LM (whether fine-tuned or how
many epochs for the fine-tuning, Section 3.3). Additionally, we
evaluate our strategies using a comprehensive set of TCC datasets,
including ten different classes and both multi-class and multi-label
classification tasks. Details of these will be given in Section 4.1.

3.1

Pre-trained language models

To investigate the performance of different pre-trained LMs, we
choose three of the most cited pre-trained LMs to study the generalizability of our strategies applied to TCC tasks. These are BERT,
RoBERTa and XLM, representing the current state-of-the-art in a
wide range of tasks [11, 23, 27]. Another reason we select RoBERTa
and XLM is that, as mentioned in Section 2.3, very few studies
have used them on TCC but they have been shown to gain good
performance on other related classification tasks when compared
to BERT.

3.2

Downstream network architectures

In terms of the downstream layers, we compare three architectures: linear classification layer, CNN + linear classification layer,
Bi-LSTM + linear classification layer [11, 28]. We choose these for
the following reasons. First, Bi-LSTM and CNN are frequently used
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in text classification tasks [6, 19]. Second, the linear classifier is the
simplest structure and allows us to compare with other complex
downstream architectures and their effects on transfer learning
performance on TCC tasks.
Figure 1 illustrates the three BERT models with different downstream neural network architectures, as an example of a pre-trained
model set. RoBERTa and XLM follow the same methods, each one is
tested on three different downstream neural network architectures.
Linear classification layer: In the linear layer, the output of
the first token (i.e., the output of [CLS]) from the final hidden state
of the LM is used in the final classification. The output of a default
dimension of given LM is fed to a linear layer and transformed to a
dimension equal to the number of labels. A dropout of 0.1 is applied
before the linear transformation [11].
CNN + Linear classification layer: The second architecture
is built on the first one but with convolutional layers between
the linear layer and the LM. The outputs of each layer of the LM
(excluding the language modelling head) are fed to a 3-layers convolutional network. This CNN configuration is the same as that
proposed by [19] which includes three filter window sizes of 3, 4
and 5, respectively. Each size has 100 feature maps. The outputs
from each convolutional layers are passed to a max-pooling layer
and then concatenated together before feeding to the final linear
classification layer, which is the same as mentioned above.
Bi-LSTM + Linear classification layer: This architecture is
similar to the CNN-based structure but the three CNN layers are
replaced with a bi-directional LSTM layer [17]. In short, the outputs
of each layer of the LM are fed to a Bi-LSTM neural network and
the final two hidden states of the output are then concatenated
before feeding them to the final linear classification layer.

3.3

Continued pre-training in domain:
TAPT-light

In this part, we explore the performance of continued pre-training
in domain using minimum computing resources on TCC tasks. We
build our methods on the work of TAPT and reduce the hyperparameter settings of TAPT to further minimise the computational
resources required, which we refer to as TAPT-light [18]. To be
more specific, the batch size is reduced to 16, compared to 2048
in the original TAPT. Second, we experiment with different epoch
values respectively: 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, compared to 100 in the
original TAPT.
In summary, for each TAPT-light model, the training process is
divided into two stages. In the first stage, as highlighted in red in
Figure 2, the pre-trained LM is fine-tuned on unlabelled training
corpus which is created from the downstream task (Section 4.1).
Models are trained for different epochs, respectively, for accessing
the impact of epochs later. In the second stage, as highlighted in
blue in Figure 2, the output layer of the LM is replaced with a linear
classification layer and then the new classification model is trained
in a supervised fashion on a TCC task, where all parameters are
trained jointly. Only the linear classification layers are trained from
scratch.
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Figure 1: An example of utilizing BERT with different downstream architectures atop.

Figure 2: The training process of a TAPT-light model.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Datasets
Four TCC tasks are selected to assess the two strategies of transferring pre-trained LMs. We aim to cover different social media
platforms, dataset sizes and classification types when selecting
TCC tasks. The four selected datasets contain between range from
15,000 to 159,571 comments1 and cover three different social media platforms with different classification types (multi-class and
multi-label). Table 1 lists the details of the four datasets.

1 The

original version of Dataset Founta [14] included more than 80,000 tweets with
tweets IDs published. We have successfully retrieved 50,425 valid tweets. The remaining
missing tweets failed to be retrieved due to their deletion.

4.2

Baseline model

We create a baseline model for each pre-trained LM with the simplest components possible. Therefore, each baseline model takes a
pre-trained LM without continued pre-training, and a linear classifier architecture is added on top of it, as shown by žBaseline Modelž
noted in Figure 1.
We select the version for each pre-trained LM that is of a parameter number ranging from 110 millions to 144 millions. This
way, the three models are of a similar size. Plus, these sizes are
smaller than most of their peer versions so that their training is
faster. We use the following versions of BERT, RoBERTa and XLM:
łbert-base-casedž (12 layers, 768 hidden dimensions, 12 heads, 110
million parameters); łroberta-basež (12 layers, 768 hidden dimensions, 12 heads, 125 million parameters); łxlm-mlm-enfr-1024ž (6
layers, 1024 hidden dimensions, 8 heads, 144 million parameters).
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Dataset
Kumar [21]
Waseem[38]
Founta [14]
Wiki [8]

Data Source
Facebook
Twitter
Twitter
Wikipedia

Data Numbers
14,998
18,625
50,425
159,571
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Labels
non-aggressive (42%), overtly aggressive (35%), covertly aggressive (23%)
racism (11%), sexism (20%), both (69%), neither
abusive (8%), hateful (3%), normal (73%), spam (16%)
toxic (10%), severe toxic (1%), obscene (5%), threat (0.3%), insult (5%), identity hate (1%)

Classification Tasks
multi-class
multi-class
multi-class
multi-label

Table 1: Summary of the four toxic comment classification tasks.

4.3

Implementation

Pre-processing We constrain the maximum length of each input
instance (i.e., a piece of comment) to be 100 tokens, following the
standard practice found in literature [43]. In this way, we truncate
the longer comment and pad the shorter messages with zero values.
Hyperparameters For all supervised learning in this work, i.e.
the TCC tasks, we train the model for 3 epochs using a batch size of
16. For all unsupervised learning, i.e. the first stage of TAPT-light,
we train the model for different epochs as stated in Section 3.3,
using a batch size of 16. All training processes use Adam optimizer
and a learning rate of 5e-5. These settings are recommended as
łpossible values to work wellž in downstream task-specific training
by [11].
Hardware and Implementation We used a single Tesla V100PCIE-32GB GPU for all experiments. Compared with LM domain
fine-tuning described in [3] (a single TPU v3 with 8 cores) and
[18] (Google Cloud v3-8 TPU), our hardware requirements are less
powerful. This makes the reproduction of our results easier.
Our implementation uses the HuggingFace transformers 3.0.0
library [41] and PyTorch 1.5.1. All multi-class classification tasks
use Softmax as the final activation function and the multi-label
classification tasks use Sigmoid instead.

4.4

Results: impact of downstream network
architectures

Table 2 shows the results comparing the different downstream network architectures. łBERTž, łRoBERTaž and łXLMž represent the
baseline model (as shown by žBaseline Modelž in Figure 1) for each
pre-trained LM, while łBERT-CNNž, as an example, represents the
pre-trained BERT LM with a CNN structure on top as the downstream network architecture.
We first compare macro F1 of each model as it highlights how
well a model handles minority classes on a unbalance dataset, compared to micro F1 [42]. Most of the TCC tasks typically handle
highly unbalanced data, and as a result of that, model performance
on minority classes (i.e. toxic comments) is often overshadowed by
the majority classes when only looking at micro F1 [42]. As shown
in Table 2, the macro F1 results indicate that the baseline models
consistently perform much better than their łcomplexž counterparts where CNN or Bi-LSTM is used as the downstream network
architecture.
In terms of micro F1, the baseline models obtained the highest
F1 across all datasets, with the exception of XLM on the Founta
dataset. The biggest difference compared to the CNN and Bi-LSTM
downstream network architectures were noticed on the smaller
datasets, i.e., Kumar and Waseem, and the multi-label classification
task (Wiki). For example, the micro F1 of RoBERTa-CNN is reduced

by 0.0465 and 0.0354, compared to the baseline model on the multilabel classification task (Wiki) and the smallest dataset (Kumar)
respectively, and reduced by 0.0133 on Founta, whose dataset is
multi-class and three times bigger than Kumar. Similar patterns are
observed on results of BERT groups and XLM groups.
Comparing CNN and Bi-LSTM as the downstream structure for
the pre-trained LM, there is no consistent pattern indicating which
one is better.
The results above suggest that transferring a pre-trained LM
to complex downstream network architectures does not offer any
benefits over a simple linear structure in the context of TCC tasks.
One possible reason for this is that the complex DNN might dilute or
cannot interpret well the general representations that LMs learned
from pre-training on extremely large corpora.

4.5

Results: impact of continued pre-training
in domain

In summary, we have tested in-domain fine-tuning on four TCC
tasks using three public pre-trained LMs for six different epoch
settings. In total, 72 models have been reported in Table 3.
Firstly, as shown in table 2, continued pre-training on the target task often leads to further performance gain compared to the
baseline models, with exceptions noted on the Founta dataset and
Wiki dataset when using BERT and RoBERTa. Particularly on the
smaller datasets, Kumar and Waseem, the performance improvements gained from TAPT-lights are noticeable. For example, the
macro F1 on Waseem has increased by 0.1994, 0.2046 and 0.1427 for
BERT, RoBERTa and XLM respectively, when further pre-training
the LM for 50 epochs using the unlabeled downstream data. The
higher increase of than micro F1 also suggests that continued pretraining particularly benefits small classes in the datasets, and these
are often classes of the toxic comment rather than the non-toxic
comment. While for Wiki, the biggest dataset among the four, the
baseline models of BERT and RoBERTa achieved a strong performance and continued pre-training in domain demonstrates a detrimental impact on its classification performance. The only exception
is XLM. The three continued pre-trained LMs give no noticeable
advantages or disadvantages over the Founta task.
Another finding is that there is no consistent pattern in terms of
which epoch setting is the best across the four tasks. However, for
multi-class classification tasks (i.e. Kumar, Waseem and Founta),
models fine-tuned for 10 or 20 epochs achieve the highest F1 scores
or comparable results to their counterparts that use a higher epoch
value. For the multi-label classification task (i.e. Wiki), as mentioned
above, continued fine-tuning in domain does not show noticeable
benefits on this task. The dataset of this task is at least three times
bigger than the other three.
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Kumar (15k)
Waseem (18.6k)
Founta (50.4k)
Wiki (159.6k)
Model
micro F1 macro F1 micro F1 macro F1 micro F1 macro F1 micro F1 macro F1
BERT
0.5904
0.5805
0.8738
0.6196
0.7957
0.6071
0.7816
0.6372
BERT-CNN
0.5796
0.5665
0.8480
0.5971
0.7888
0.5929
0.7388
0.4800
BERT-BiLSTM
0.5750
0.5611
0.8469
0.5921
0.7929
0.5959
0.7504
0.5945
RoBERTa
0.5667
0.5441
0.8673
0.6159
0.8025
0.6315
0.7822
0.6510
RoBERTa-CNN
0.5313
0.4819
0.8491
0.5902
0.7892
0.5367
0.7357
0.4658
RoBERTa-BiLSTM
0.5450
0.5013
0.8426
0.5828
0.7769
0.5563
0.7405
0.5431
XLM
0.5646
0.5503
0.8464
0.5957
0.7989
0.6149
0.7594
0.5122
XLM-CNN
0.5525
0.5345
0.8362
0.5860
0.8023
0.6015
0.7233
0.4642
XLM-BiLSTM
0.5600
0.5409
0.8346
0.5794
0.7987
0.5751
0.7519
0.4690
Table 2: Comparing F1 (micro and macro) obtained by transferring different language models (BERT, RoBERTa, XLM) to different downstream network architectures. The best performance for each pre-trained LM on each task is boldfaced. The dataset
sizes are in the brackets after the datasets and łkž means a thousand or thousands.

Kumar (15k)
Model
BERT
BERT-e1
BERT-e5
BERT-e10
BERT-e20
BERT-e50
BERT-e100
RoBERTa
RoBERTa-e1
RoBERTa-e5
RoBERTa-e10
RoBERTa-e20
RoBERTa-e50
RoBERTa-e100
XLM
XLM-e1
XLM-e5
XLM-e10
XLM-e20
XLM-e50
XLM-e100

Waseem (18.6k)

Founta (50.4k)

Wiki (159.6k)

micro F1

macro F1

micro F1

macro F1

micro F1

macro F1

micro F1

macro F1

0.5904
0.6050
0.6004
0.6029
0.6058
0.6092
0.6046
0.5667
0.6075
0.6075
0.6146
0.6063
0.6146
0.6167
0.5646
0.5754
0.5883
0.6000
0.5988
0.6158
0.6196

0.5805
0.5938
0.5899
0.5894
0.5926
0.5972
0.5898
0.5441
0.5924
0.5961
0.6051
0.5922
0.6045
0.6043
0.5503
0.5566
0.5762
0.5896
0.5891
0.6091
0.6097

0.8738
0.8737
0.8781
0.8824
0.8743
0.8727
0.8765
0.8673
0.8690
0.8808
0.8711
0.8711
0.8759
0.8743
0.8464
0.8593
0.8593
0.8636
0.8695
0.8690
0.8727

0.6196
0.6196
0.6198
0.7538
0.8176
0.8190
0.7479
0.6159
0.6160
0.6277
0.6174
0.6134
0.8205
0.7439
0.5957
0.6063
0.6057
0.7364
0.7826
0.7384
0.7883

0.7957
0.7981
0.7965
0.7957
0.7959
0.7914
0.7906
0.8025
0.8106
0.8019
0.8060
0.8011
0.7997
0.8027
0.7989
0.8044
0.7987
0.8003
0.7987
0.7999
0.7985

0.6071
0.6096
0.6185
0.6076
0.6079
0.6025
0.6046
0.6315
0.6382
0.6391
0.6368
0.6275
0.6163
0.6242
0.6149
0.6248
0.6184
0.6170
0.6184
0.6178
0.6155

0.7816
0.7422
0.7475
0.7804
0.7404
0.7426
0.7395
0.7822
0.7393
0.7606
0.7530
0.7736
0.7711
0.7683
0.7594
0.7548
0.7600
0.7661
0.7712
0.7707
0.7748

0.6372
0.5462
0.5648
0.6539
0.6206
0.5581
0.5196
0.6510
0.5067
0.5650
0.5606
0.5875
0.6503
0.6209
0.5122
0.6247
0.5837
0.5952
0.6006
0.6427
0.6233

Table 3: Comparing F1 (micro and macro) of the baseline models and their continued domain fine-tuning language model
counterparts. łBERT-e1ž refers to fine-tuning the BERT language model for 1 epoch and then transfer it to the target TCC
tasks. The best performance for each pre-trained LM on each task is boldfaced. The model whose result is worse than its
baseline model is italicized.

To summarise, our results suggest that the continued fine-tuning
in domain is beneficial to TCC tasks on relatively small datasets.
This may be because a large dataset could have already supplied
adequate information for the model to learn; thus, features from

pre-trained LM offer less value to the learning. Additionally, for
TCC tasks, more training epochs do not necessarily lead to performance benefits. Also, under these circumstances, a small batch
size, e.g. 16, is workable. One possible explanation is that a large

A Comparative Study of Using Pre-trained Language Models for Toxic Comment Classification

number of epochs could have led to catastrophic forgetting that
useful features gained from the massive LM pre-training could be
erased during the later fine-tuning and thus lead to a decrease of
model performance [33]. Although we did not directly compare
against TAPT, we believe our findings are still encouraging for
future researchers since a identical reproduction of TAPT is very
resource demanding that is not accessible to most people in realistic
situations. Our results suggest that even with very low hyperparameter settings, continued fine-tuning in-domain still contributes
to TCC task especially when the training dataset of the TCC is
relatively small and unbalanced.

4.6

Results: impact of different pre-trained
language models

As shown in Table 2, BERT generally outperforms RoBERTa and
XLM when an identical downstream structure is applied. This pattern is clearer when comparing their macro F1 and particularly on
small datasets like Kumar. For example, BERT-CNN gains a macro
F1 of 0.5665 on Kumar, noticeably higher than RoBERTa (0.4819)
and XLM (0.5345).
With continued pre-training in domain (results in Table 3), RoBERTa
generally outperforms BERT and XLM, especially when comparing
their best TAPT-light models and baseline models on each TCC
tasks with regard to macro F1. Moreover, TAPT-light benefits XLM
more than RoBERTa and BERT, particularly on TCC tasks with with
relatively small datasets. This can be observed as that all TAPT-light
XLM models outperform its XLM baseline in terms of macro F1.
One possible reason behind the above patterns is that XLM handles long sentences or documents (4000 tokens composed of sentences) during its pre-training, while TCC usually tackles short
sentences and texts [23]. TAPT-light uses in-domain data to finetune LMs, and therefore, could have helped XLM to ‘learn’ short
texts. On the other hand, BERT and RoBERTa were pre-trained on
corpora whose maximum sequence length is 512 tokens which is
similar to many TCC datasets [11, 27]. This could have explained
why they generally outperform XLM and that they benefit less from
TAPT-light.

4.7

Limitations

Being limited to computational resources, this study lacks a set
of experiments with identical parameter settings to TAPT which
might give further information on how TAPT-light compares to the
original TAPT on TCC tasks. Also, due to the unavailability of the
original datasets2 used in TAPT, we were unable to directly compare
our TAPT-light against TAPT on identical datasets. Another unexplored factor is that each LM and sophisticated architectures such as
CNN and Bi-LSTM could have its own favourable hyper-parameter
settings. However, those hyper-parameter settings are unified in
our study according to the common settings in previous studies
but not further refined. Also, to what extent those hyper-parameter
settings impact on the performance is unknown.

2 Here we refer to the two datasets in the REVIEW domain which is a relatively similar

domain to TCC.
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CONCLUSION

This paper studied transferring pre-trained LMs to TCC tasks. We
focused on the impact of different pre-trained LMs, downstream
network structures, and using the dataset of the downstream task
to continue fine-tuning the LM before transferring them to downstream TCC tasks, as well as the impact of lowering some of their
training hyper-parameters.
Our results suggest that in the context of TCC tasks, BERT and
RoBERTa generally perform better than XLM. Second, using a simple downstream network architecture is a better choice over a
complex one, such as CNN and Bi-LSTM. Third, we also find that
our approach TAPT-light shows advantages to downstream TCC
tasks when the dataset size of the downstream tasks is relatively
small. What is more, with TAPT-light, all other variables being
equal, a low epoch setting will suffice to obtain the best achievable results of a model in most cases. This potentially makes the
TAPT-based methods more accessible and easier to train.
Our future work will explore several directions. For example, we
will explore these studies in a different aspect of downstream tasks
to see if our findings generalise well on them; we will develop and
test systematic methods of unfreezing and freezing certain layers’
parameters in the pre-trained LM.
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